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ENGLISH MEASURES

DEFJXITJOXS

1. Varieties of Measures.-A :m.easure is a standard
unit, established by law or custom, by means of which a quantity of any kind may be measured. For example, the inch and
the mile are measures of leugth; the pint and the gallon are
measures of capacil)•, as used for liquids; the ounce and the ton
are measnres of weight; the second and the month are measures
of time, and so on.
2 . Denominate Num.bers.-\Vhen a number is used in
connection with measures, it becomes a denom.inate number. that is, a 11Gmed number. Numbers are said to be of the
same denomination when they are combined with similarly
named units of measure, as 2 pounds and 7 pounds. A pound
is a 1111it of measure; a foot, an hour are also units of measure,
but of different kinds.
If a denominate number consists of units of measure of but
one denomination, it is called a sim.ple denom.inate number
or a sim.ple num.ber. For example, 14 inches is a simple
number, as it contains units of measure of but one denomination, namely, inches. The denominate numbers 16 cents,
10 hours, 6 gallons are all simple numbers, but they are not of
the same kind.
If simple numbers of different denominations but of the
same kind of measure are combined, the combination is called
COPYRIGHTE-D 8Y INTI:RN.ATIOHA.L TEXTaOOK COWPANY.
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a compound denominate number, or a compound number.
For example, 3 yards 2 feet 7 inches is a compound number
as it is a combination of the different denominations, yards:
feet, and inches; these denominations are of the same kind
being all unit measures of length. Other examples of com~
pound numbers are : 2 pounds 3 ounces 10 grains; 5 gallons
3 quarts 1 pint; 10 hours 14 minutes 32 seconds.
A unit measure that is larger than another unit measure is
said to be of a higher denomination; if smaller than
another unit measure, it is of a lower denomination. Thus
a foot is of a higher denomination than an i11ch and of a lowe;
denomination than a yard.

3. Systems of Mea-sures.- In modern practice two
systems of measures are employed: the Eaglish system and the
metric system. The English system is in general use in the
United States, Great Britain, and Canada. The metric
system. is used on the European continent and to some extent
in the United States, as, for instance, in chemistry and pharmacy. This system is a decimal system; that is, the values of
the different units of the same kind increase or decrease by
tens, 10 units of each denomination making 1 unit of the next
higher denomination.
ABBRE,-l lTIOXS

4. Abbreviations of Units.-In writing denominate
numbers, it is convenient to use abbrevialiom instead of writing
out the name of the unit in full. For example, the names inch
and inc/res may be abbreviated to in.; thus, write 5 iu. instead
of 5 i11ches. Similarly, 8 ft. means 8 f eet. Sometimes, the
marks (') and (") are used for feet and inches, respectively,
in particular on drawings; thus 6' 2" means 6 feet 2 inches.
The abbreviations commonly used for the various units are
given in the following tables, each table showing the relation
between various units of measure of the same kind. These
t a bles should be memorized, including the abbreviations. The
practice of writing the tables from memory will be found
helpful.
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MEASURES OF EXTENSION

LINEAR MEASURE

5. Definitions.-Measures of extension are used to
measure lengths of lines, areas of surfaces, and contents of
solids. \Vhen speaking of lines it is to be understood that a
11f{J//lematicalliue has no breadth or thickness and merely indicates extension in one d irection; that is, le11gth. A straight liue
is frequently defined as the shortest distance between two
points. The lengths of lines are expressed in linear
measures.
TABLE OF LL~EAR JIIEASURE
ABBREVI-

ATIONS
12 inches (in.) ........ . ... .... . =1 foot ..... . ........ . ......... ft.
3 feet ... . ....... . . . .. . ...... . . =1 yar d ...... ........ . .. . ..... yd.

~~~=;~s} .. . ............... . .. =lrod ......... : .. : .... . .. . . . . rd.
·
feet .... . .. ....... ....... . . . -1
- statute m•·1e ........ .. . . .. .. m1.
,320rods}
5 280
6080 feet ... .. ........ . ........... =1 nautical mile . . . ....... naul mi.
' 3 nautical miles ............ . ... = 1 nautical league ........ .. naut. 1.
Non: -Tbe statute mile is used {or measurin!l' distances on land, lakes. and
riv~rs. Tbe nautical mile is used for measuring d1stances on the ocean.
E xAMPLE

1.-A piece of shafting is 7 feet long. What is its length

:n inches?

Sor..UTION.-According to the table, 1 ft.=l2 in.; therefore, 7 ft. must

be equal to
ExAMPLE

7X 12=8-t in. Ans.

2.-The width of a door is 48 inches. What is the width

in feet?
Sor..uTJON.-Acc.ording to the table, 12 in.=l fl; therefore, the number of feet in 48 in. is
48712=4 ft. Ans.

3.-How many feet are there in 3 statute miles?
Sor..uTION.-According to the table, 5,280 ft.=l mi.; therefore, 3 mi.

EXAMPLE

must be equal to
3X5,280=15,840 ft.

Ans.
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LAI\'D MEASURE

SQ,UARE MEASURE

6. Surveyor's Linear 1\feasure.--surveyor's measure, also known as l a nd m easure, is used for measu~ing
land, as in locating and laying out railways, roads, and tracts
or building plots.
TABLE OF SURYEYOR•s LL'"EAR 1UE>\$URE

ABBREVIAT IONS
7.92 inches .. .. .................. . =llink . . . . .......... . ..... .... .li.
1

~ ~;e~s} ........................ =lcbain

5

...................... ch.

80 chains .... .. ....... . ....... .. =1 statute mile ................ mi.

The sur veyor's chain (also called Gunter's chain) o f 100
links, each 7.92 inches long, has been used very extensively in
the past a nd is still common, but its use is decreasing. Chains
or steel tapes SO or 100 feet in length, graduated in feet and
decimals of a foot and sometimes in feet and inches, are being
employed to a large extent at the present time.

7. Definitions.-The term area means the e.·dent of a
surface within its boundary lines. For e."'ample, the area of a
floor is the eAi:ent of the visible surface limited by the four surrmmding walls. As area refers to extent of surface, the unit
of measurement must also be a surface. The unit of
area is a square, which is a surface of the form shown in
Fig. 1.
By the term square is meant a four-sided figure in which
the sides are of equal length and at right angles to one another;
that is, any two adjoining sides meet each other squarely. A
square )nch is a square that is 1 inch long on each side. A
square foot is a square that measures 1 foot on each side, as
t----';...._-lft. - - --""!

rH-t--t-+-H-1-11-++-H

N"oTE.-Jn Mexico, and in those parts of the United States that ""longed to
Mexico previous .to 1845, the old .Mexican measures of length are sometimes used
and referred to tn early surveys. The principal units are:
'

~H-Ii-+-t-1-t-+++t-H

l ~-+~+-~-+~1-~~

~ ~-+~+-~~-r~~~

1 vara=2.75 feet=33 inches, English measure
5,000 vara=l league=2.604 miles, English measure

ExAMPLE I.-How many inches a re there in 50 links?
SoLUTION.-According to the table 1 li.=7.92 in. ; therefore, 50 links
must be equal to
SOX7.92=396 in. Ans.
ExA~lPLE

2.-A line set out by a surveyor is found to measure
40 chain s in length. \\'hat is the equivalent length in feet?
SoLUTJON.-According to the table, 1 ch.=66 ft.; ther efore, 40 chains
must be equal to
40X66=2,640 ft. Ans.
ExAMPLE 3.-A boundary line between two estates
sure 4-fO chains in length. What is the equivalent
miles?
SoLUTION.-According to the table, 1 mi.=80
lem consists of finding how many times 80 ch.
440 ch.; or,
440+80=5! mi. Ans.

is found to mealength in statute
ch. The prob·
is contained in

~----am=/~--~

II-+-+-+-+-+-+-FtG. 1

FIG. 2

in Fig. 1. This may be made to represent square inches
by dividing each side into twelve equa l parts, 1 foot being equal
t o 12 inches, and drawing lines across the square from the
points of division on one s ide to those on the opposite side.
The square will then appear as in Fig. 2, divided into a number of small squares. As each side of the square was divided
into twelve equal parts, each part is -h foot long, or
X 12
= 1 inch long, and each little square therefore measures 1 inch
on each side ; that is, each little square is 1 square inch. Now,
if the total number of little squares is counted, it will be found
to be 144. In other words, there are 144 square inches in
1 square foot.

n
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8. Application of Square Measure.-A square inch
a square foot, etc. belong to the units of square measure'
which is employed for measuring the e.'\."tent of areas, such a~
floors, building lots, estates, etc. Square measure is also used
to determine the surface areas of objects, such as engine cylinders, condensers, pipes, etc. Small areas are measured in
square inches or square feet, and larger areas in squa re yards,
square rods, acres, and square miles. The accompanying table
gives the principal units of square measure.

Rule.-To find the area of a square or a rectangle, multiply
tile /cugth by tile width, both being expressed i1~ tlze same w1its.

G

Thus, if the rectangle in Fig. 3 (a) is 6 inches long and
4 inches wide, its area is 6X4=24 square inches. This can be
proved as shown in (b), by dividing each side into inches,
drawing lines across the figure from the points of division, and
counting the number of squares thus formed. Each of these
squares is 1 inch on each side, or 1 square inch in a rea, and
there are 24 in all, or 24 square inches.

TABLE OF SQ.UARE l'llEAS'CRE
ABBRE\'f-

10. Differen ce Between the Terms Square Feet
and Feet Square.-Distinction must be made between
expressions, such as "4 square feet" and "4 feet square," as
they do not mean the same thing. \:Vhen a square is referred
to as being equal to 4 square feet, reference is had t o its area.
It follows from the p receding rule that each of its sides must
be of a length equal to 2 feet, in order that the area may be
2X 2=4 square feet.
The expression "4 fee~ square" does not refer to the area of
the square, but to length of the sides, a nd means t hat each side
of the square is equal to 4 feet in length. The area of the latter
S:)_uare is 4X4= 16 square feet.

ATIOXS
144 square inches (sq. in.) ........ =1 square foot ......... .. ... sq. ft.
9 square feet ...... . ...... . ....=1 square yard . ..... . .... .. sq. yd.
JOl square yards .................=1 square rod .............. sq. rd.
160 square rods . .. . .............. =1 acre ... .. ...... ... ........ . . A.
640 acres . •.•. ... . •... .. .......•.= 1 square mil~ ....•... . .. . . sq. mi.

9. Finding Areas of Squares and Rectangles.
Instead of finding the area of a square by counting the number
of small squares contained by it, as in Art. 7, it is possible to
r - 61
n
find the area more easily by
61

n--,

D

[

1111111

s;mply multiply;ng the length of
the square by its width. Thus,
1_
L
referring to Fig. 2, there are
raJ
{b)
12 rows of the little squares and
3
FIG.
12 squares in each row or
12X 12 = 144 square inches, which is the same result as obtained
by counting. ·w hen this method of multiplying the length by
the width is employed it is important to note that the length and
the width must be in the same uruts. In the case just mentioned, both the length and the width were in inches, and the
area as a result is in square inches. With the length and the
width in feet, the area will be 1 foot X 1 foot= 1 square foot.
Sometimes the area to be measured is a r ectangle; that is,
a figure similar to that shown in Fig. 3 (a) . It differs from a
square in so far that not all the sides are of equal length, but
only those sides that are opposite each other. The area of a
rectangle is found in the same way as that of a square; hence,
the following rule applies to both figures:
~

~

11. Application of Rul e for Finding Areas of
Squares and Rectangles.-The appl ication of the rule in
Art. 9 is illustrated by means of t he following examples :
ExAMPLE 1.-How many square inches are there in a rectangle
28 inches long and 13 inches wide?
SoLUTION.-According to the rule, the area is

J

28Xl3=364 sq. in. Ans.
ExA-MPLE 2.-A sheet of copper is 4 feet long and 3 inches wide.
' Vhat is the a rea of its surface?
SoLUTIOK.-Both dimensions must be expressed in the same units·
reducing 4 ft. to inches, the result is 12X4=48 in. Applying the rut~
the area is
48X3=144 sq. in., or 1 sq. ft. Ans.
ExAMPLE 3.-The base of an office cabinet is 61 feet long and 2~ feet
wide. What area of floor space does it cover?
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SoLUTJON.-According to the rule, the area is

6 4:1 X221 = 25
x~=
4 2

125
= 15~° sq. ft.
8

Ans.

12. Surveyor's Square Meas ure.-The square measure used by surveyors differs somewhat from that given in
Art. 8. The various units employed are included in the following table :
ABBRE\'IATIONS
1C,OOO square links (sq. li.) ......... =1 square chain ............. sq. ch.
10square chains . ..... . ....... =1 acre ........................ A.
640acres ....................... = l square mile . ........... . sq.mi.
36square miles ................ =1 township ... .. . . .......... . Tp.

The space included between the bounding surfaces of a solid
is called the cubical contents, capacity, or volum.e of
the solid.
The unit of volu m.e is a cube, the edges of which are of
a length equa l to that of the corresponding unit of length.
Thus, 1 cubic inch measures 1 inch on each edge ; 1 cubic
foot measures 1 foot on each edge, etc.
TADLE OF CUBIC MEASURE

TABLE OF SURVEYOR'S SQUARE MEASURE

NcTE:..-T he a~re contains 4,840 SQuare yards or 43 ,560 square fed, and it is
equal to the area of a square measuring 208.71 fe-et on ea~b one of the sides..

EXA."\fPLE 1.-How many square links are there in 11 square chains?
SoLUTION.-According to the table. 1 sq. ch. is equal to 10,000 sq. li. ;
therefore. 11 sq. ch. must be equal to

11 X 10,000= 110,000 sq. li. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.-A piece of land contains 85 square chains. What is the
equi"alent value in acres?
SoLUTION.-There are 10 sq. ch. in an acre; therefore. the number
of acres contained in 85 sq. ch. must be

85+ 10=8.5 A. Ans.
ExAMPLE 3.-How many acres are there in a township?
SolUTJON.-As one township contains 36 sq. mi. and each square mile
contains 640 A., it follows that the number of acres contained in one
township must be
36X640=23,040 A. Ans.

Cl.' BIC MEASURE

13. Definitions.-A solid ts a
figure that has length, breadth, and
thickness. The boundaries of a solid
Fu;. 4
are surfaces. A solid bounded by six
squares, as Fig. 4, is a cube. If the solid is bounded by SJX
rectangular surfaces it is a rectangul ar solid.

9

1,728cubic
27 cubic
l28cubic
16Ho 25 cubic

ABBREVIATIOl\S
inches (cu. in.) . .. . . =1 cubic foot .. . ............ cu. ft.
feet . ............... =1 cubic yard . .. .... . ...... cu. yd.
feet ..... ... . ...... . =1 cord ................ .. .... . cd.
feet .. .. ... . ........ = 1 perch . .... .. ... . ...... .. . .. . P .

14. The standard cord is a measure of wood; it is a
pile 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 4 feet high. In some localities
it is customary to consider the cord as a
pile of wood 8 feet
long and 4 feet high,
the leng th· o f the
wood, that is, the
width of the pile, being left out of consideration.
The perch, a measure of stone and masonry, is but rarely
used at present. Its
cubical contents varies, according to
locality, from 16i to
F1c. s
25 cubic feet. The dimensions will vary accordingly; if the
contents is 24f cubic feet, the perch would be 16! feet, or
1 rod, long, 1! feet wide, and 1 foot high.

15. Rule for Calcul ating Vol ume.- When writing
the three dimensions of a solid, as 3 feet wide by 2 feet deep
by 6 feet long, the word "by" is frequently represented by the
81--9

10
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symbol X, and the preceding expression is written : 3 ft.
X2 ft.X6 ft.
The volume of any rectangular solid is the product of its
three dimensions. For example, a box with inside dimensions
2 ft.X4 ft.X8 ft. contains 2X4X8=64 cubic feet; an iron bar
10 feet (or lOX 12 inches) long, and with end surfaces that are
each 1 inch square contains lOX 12X 1X 1 = 120 cubic inches.
A cube 2 feet on each edge is a 2-foot cube, and contains
2X2X2=8 cubic feet, as shown in Fig. 5. A cube 12 inches,
or 1 foot, on each edge is 1 cubic foot, or a 12-inch cube, and
contains 12X 12X 12 = 1,728 cubic inches. A cube 3 feet, or
1 yard, on each edge is 1 cubic yard, or a 3-foot cube, and contains 3X3X3=27 cubic feet. Tables of cubic measure can be
calculated from tables of linear measure in this manner.
The preceding method of calculating the volume of a rectangular solid may be stated as a rule, as follows :
Rule.-To find the volume of a wbe or a recta11gular solid,
nmltiply together the length, breadth, aud depth, all expressed
in the same units.
If the dimensions are stated in inches, the votu.:Oe is given in
cubic inches; if in feet, the volume is given in cubic feet, and
so on.
ExAMPLE 1.-A sand bin is 14 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 6 feet high.
How many cubic feet does it contain?
SoLUTION.-Accordiog to the rule, it contains
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16. Board Measure.-A special branch o£ cubic measure is known as board m~asure. In measuring sawed
lumber, the unit o£ measure :is the board foot, which is equal
to the contents of a board 1 foot square and 11nch thick. A
board foot is, therefore, equal to one-twelfth of a cubic foot.
Boards less than 1 inch thick are usually reckoned as though
the thickness were 1 inch; but in buying and selling, the actual
thickness is considered in fixing the price.
The following rule may be used for finding the number of
feet, board measure (B. M.), in a piece of lumber:
Rule.-To find the 11~tmber of feet, board meas11re, i1~ a
piece of lumber, muliiply together the length, ir~ f eet, the
width, in inc hcs, a11d tire thic ktzess, i" iuclres, and divide the
product by 12, thicknesses less than r it1ch being considered
as I inch.
EXAMPLE 1.-How many feet, B. M., are there in a board 14 feet
long, 8 inches wide, and 1 inch thick?
SoLUTJON.-According to the rule the number o f feet, B. M., is equal to
J4X8X1
9k ft. B. M. Ans.
12
ExAMPLE 2.-How many feet, B. M., are there in a plank 10 feet
6 inches long, 15 inches wide, and 3 inches thick?
SoLunoN.-Length=lO ft. 6 in.=lOI ft.=10.5 ft.
feet, B. M., is

The number of

· ~~SXJ_39.375=391 ft. B. M.

10 5

14X8X6=672 cu. ft. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.-How many cubic inches of metal are there in a block
I2i inches long, 8! inches wide, and 4 inches thick?
SoLUTJON.-Applying the rule, the volume is

25 17 4
.
12-zX8-zX4=2X2Xl=425 cu. m. Ans.
1

1

ExAMPLE 3.-A box contains 86,400 cubic inches. 'Vhat is the contents expressed in cubic feet?
SoLUTION.-According to the table, 1 cu. ft. contains 1,728 cu. in.
The problem is, therefore, to ascertain bow many times 1,728 is contained in 86,400, or,

86,400-H,728='SO cu. ft. Ans.

~

EXAMPLE 3.-Find the number of feet, B. 1\f., in 20 pieces of siding
inch thick, 51 inches wide, and 10 feet 9 inches long.

SoLUTJON.-Since the thickness is less than 1 in., the boards are considered to be 1 in. thick when finding the amount of material in them.
Length=lO/a ft.=l0.75 ft., widtb=Sl in.=S.S in. The required length is
20X10.75X5.5Xl
12

1,182.5
f B "f A
985
12
.. t. . ~ .
ns.

EXAMPLE 4.-How many feet, B. M., of 2-inch planking are needed
for a bam floor 18 ft.X25 ft.?
SoLUTION.- The planks are considered as 25 ft. long. Reducing the
width to inches and considering the whole floor as one plank, its width
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is equal to 18X 12=216 in. Proceeding as in the rule, the numbe1•
of feet required is
:?5X216X2
900 ft. B . M. A ns.
12

TADLE OF LIQUID MEASURE

12

ExA:MPLE 5.-A board is 91 ft.X4 in.XU in. How many feet, B. M.,
does it contain?
Sot.UTION.-App)ying the rule.
9lX4XU
3.96 ft. B. M., nearly. Ans.
12

MEASURES OF CAPACITY

LIQ.UJD llfEASURES Al\'D DRY MEASURES

17. Liquid Measure.- The term capacity means
cubical contents and is used here in connection with measures
to indicate the relative amount of space they possess for
measuring purposes.
Liquid measure is used for measuring liquids. Liquids in
small quantities are measured in pints and quarts; in larger
quantities, the gallon is the more common unit, though quantities are sometimes stated· in barrels, but rarely in hogsheads.
The standard barrel, as used in measuring capacity, contains
31! gallons, but the barrels ordinarily used vary greatly in size.
One United States standard liquid gallon, known as the
vViuclleskr or wine gallon, contains 231 cubic inches. One
gallon of pure water weighs 8.355, or approximately 8! pounds.
One cubic foot contains 7.481, or approximately 7.5, gallons,
and 1 cubic foot of water, at 62° Fahrenheit, weighs 62!
pounds, nearly.
In some English-speaking countries the beer or ale gallon of
2.82 cubic inches' capacity is used for measuring the liquids
mentioned.
The British imperial gallon, used in Canada, contains
277.463 cubic inches, and the weight of such a gallon of pure
water is 10 pounds. One imperial gallon equals approximately
1.2 United States liquid gallons.

13

ABBREVIENGLISH SYSTEM
ATIONS
4 gills (gi.) ..... ... ..... . . . .... =1 pint ... ....... ... . .. ..... . ..pt.
2 pints .. . ...................... =1 quart ... . ......... ... ....... qt.
4 quarts . .. .... . ........ . .. . ... . =1 gallon ......... .. .... . ..... gal.
31! gallons .... .............. . .... = 1 barrel ........ . .... . ...... . bbl.
2 barrels ... . ........ ........... =1 hogshead ........... .. .... hhd.

18. Dry Measure.-Dry articles, such as fruit, grain,
vegetables, etc. are measured by dry measure. The standard
unit is the United States bushel, otherwise known as the Winchester bushel, which contains 2,150.42 cubic inches; and
-!peck (dry gallon) contains 268.8 cubic inches.
One British imperial bushel contains 2,219.704 cubic inches,
or 1.0322 United States bushels.
The quart used in dry measure is not the same as the quart
used in liquid measure. The dry quart contains 67.2 cubic
inches, and the liquid quart only 57-f cubic inches.
TABLE OF DRY llEASURE

ABBREVI-

ATJONS
2 pints (pt.) ...................... =1 quart ..... . ................. qt.
8quarts ..... ..................... =1 peck ...... . .........•...... pk.
4 pecks .. . ........................ = 1 bushel .................. . .. bu.

19. The application of the preceding tables is shown in the
following examples :
ExAMPLE 1.-How many quarts are there in 2 barrels?
SoLUTION.-According to the table of liquid measure there are
4 qt. in 1 gal., and 31! gal. in 1 bbl. Therefore, in 2 bbl. there a re
2X31.5=63.0 gal.
and
63X4=252 qt. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.-How many hogsheads will be required for 315 gallons
of molasses?
SoLUTION.-According to the table of liquid measure, 1 hhd.=2 bbl.,
and 1 bbl.=3H gal. In 2 bbl. there are 2X3H=63 gal Therefore,
315 gal. require
315+63=5 hhd. Ans.
ExAMPLE 3.-A man bought 10 bushels of potatoes and intends to
sell them by the quart. How many quarts of potatoes has he on hand?
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SoLUTION.-According to the table of dry measure, 1 bu.=4 pk., and
1 pk.=8 qt., so that in 1 bu. there are 4X8=32 qt.; in 10 bu. there

contains 7,000+16=437.5 grains, and 1 Troy ounce contains
24X20=480 grains. It is to be noted that 1 avoirdupois grain
is equal to 1 Troy grain and to 1 apothecaries' grain.

14

10X32=320 qt. Ans.

MEASURES OF WEIGHT

AVOmDUPOIS AND TROY MEASURES

.20. Standard

Units of Weight.-There are two Eng-

lish measures of weight in general use, the avoirdupois (av.)
weight, for coarse, heavy substances, such as coal, iron,
copper, hay, and grain, and the Troy weight, for finer and
more valuable substances, such as gold, silver, and jewels.
Besides there is the apothecaries' weight, which is used by
physicians in prescribing and by druggists in compounding
medicines. Medicines are bought and sold by avoirdupois
weight.
TABLE OF AVOmDUPOIS WEIGHT

ABBREvi-

ATIONS
27.3438 grains (gr.) ......... . ..... =1 dram . ......... · · · · · · · · · · · .dr.
16 drams ......................=1 ounce ...................... oz.
16ounces (oz.) ......... ..... . . =1 pound ...................... lb.
lOOpounds ... . ........ . . ..... ... =1 hundredweight ............ cwt.
, : ~~~~~:dweight} . . ......••... = 1 ton ......................... T.
2
TABLE OF TROY WEIGHT

ABBREVI-

ATIONS
24grains (gr.) .................. . =1 pennyweight .... .......... dwt.
20pennyweights .................. =1 ounce ..................... oz.
12 ounces ..... ....•..... .. . . ...... =1 pound ........ .. . ....... .... lb.
TABLE OF APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT

ABBREVIATTONS
20grains (gr.) ................ ... =1 scruple .................. · .. sc.
3scruples ....................... =1dram ...................... dr.
8drams .........................= 1 ounce .................. ···.oz.
12 ounces ... . .............. . ..... . = 1 pound ....... .... .. ....... · .lb.

21. One avoirdupois pound equals approximately
1.2153 Troy pounds, the former containing 7,0CIJ Troy
grains and the latter 5,760 grains. One avoirdupois ounce
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22. The ton containing 2,000 pounds is sometimes called
the short ton to distinguish it from the long ton, containing
2,240 pounds, or 20 hundredweights of 112 pounds each. The
short ton is in general use except in the following cases : The
long ton is used in the United States custom houses, and at the
mines for weighing anthracite. It is also used by wholesale
dealers in weighing steel rails and a few other iron products,
when shipped in bulk. The denomination hundredweight is
rarely used in practical work, especially with short-ton
measures.
23. Gross Weight and Net Weight.- The gross
weight of an article means the total weight, including the
package, crate, or containing vessel ; the net weight means
the weight of the article alone. For example, the gross weight
of a reel of wire is the weight of the wire and reel together,
and the net weight of the wire is the gross weight less the
weight of the reel.
24. Application of Ta.bles of Weight.-The application of the preceding tables of weights is illustrated by the
following examples :
EXAMPLE 1.-1 f a short ton of coal costs $6.00, how much is the cost
per pound?
SoLUTION.-According to the table there are 2,000 lb. in 1 T. As
600 cents is the price of 2,000 lb., it follows that the price of 1 lb. is
1
00 00 of 600, or 60072,000=.3, or /u cent.
If the price is expressed in terms 9f dollars, the operation and
answer will be: 6.()()--;-2,000=.003 dollar. Ans.
EXAMPLE 2.-If

a liag of sugar weighs 800 ounces, what is its weight

in pounds?

SoLUTION.-According to the table, 111i.=16 oz.; therefore, dividing
800 by 16 will give the equivalent number of pounds; thus,
800716=50 lb. Ans.
l!:XAHPLE

3.-How many grains are there in 1 pound of gold?
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SoLUTION.-According to the table 1 lb. Troy=l2 oz., and 1 oz. is
equal to 20 dwt. of 24 gr. ; hence, 1 lb. is equal to
12X20X24=5,760 gr. Ans.

MEASURES OF TIME

UNITS AND STANDARD TOlE

25. Units of Time.-The principal unit of time is the
second. A minute contains 60 seconds, and a day contains
24 hours, or 86,400 seconds. The time required for the earth
to make one complete revolution around the sun is called
1 sol ar yea1·, and is exactly 365 days 5 hours 48 minutes
49.7 seconds.
TABLE OF MEASURES OF TIME

ABBREVrATlONS

60seconds (sec.) ............ . ... =!minute . ........ : ....... . . min.
60 minutes ....................... = 1 hour ... . ............ . ...... hr.
24 hours ............... . .. . . . .... =1 day •.. . ................ . ... da.
7days .. . ....................... =!week .................... . . wk.
365 days } ............ · · · · · · · · · · =1 common •·ear
''r
12 months
•
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ., ·
366days .......................... =!leap year
100 years .............. . .. . . .. .... =1 century .................... C.

26. As the solar year contains more than 365 days, the
fractional part is omitted in the common year, the latter
containing 365 days. To compensate for this omission the
fractional parts of several years are added periodically to one
year, which is then known as a leap year. It contains 366
days, the extra day being added to the month of February.
·when the number expressing a year is divisible by 4 and is
not divisible by 100, that year is a leap year. A centennial year
is a leap year, if the number expressing the year is divisible by
400. Thus, 1912, 1916, and 1920 are leap years, because each
is exactly divisible by 4 and is not divisible by 100. The
centennial year 1900 was not a leap year, because the number
1900 is not divisible by 400. The year 2000 will be a leap year,
because the number is divisible by 400.
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2 7. Standard Time.-Five standard time divisions
are in use in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, and each
division is bounded by lines running north and south. These
divisions named front east to west are Atla11tic, Colo11ial, or
[ 11tercolonial; Eastern; Central; Mountai1~; and Pacific. The
United States lies almost wholly in the four divisions last
named.
Time of day is usually stated as A. M., meaning ante
meridiem, or before 11001~, and P. M., meaning post 111eridie11~,
or after noon, followed by the name of the division when this
might otherwise be uncertain. Thus, the time of day may be
stated as 10:45 A. M ., Central time, or 11 :45 A. M., Eastern
time. The difference in time in adjacent divisions is exactly
1 hour, and is earlier in each westward division. Thus, when
it is noon in Vvashington, D. C., the time is 11 A.M. in Chicago,
10 A . M . in Denver, and 9 A . M . in San F rancisco.

28. Months and Number of Days. -fhe numbers and
names of the months and the number of days in each are as
follows:
Ko.
1.
2.
3.
4.

NuMBER
OF DAYS

January (Jan.) ............ 31
February (Feb.) ..... 28or29
March (Mar.) • ...... . ..... 31
April (Apr.} .............. 30
5. May ...................... 31
6. June . .. .............. . . •. . 30

NuMBER

No.

OF DAYS

7. July .... .. ............... 31
8. August (Aug.) ....... . ... 31
9.
10.
11.
12.

September (Sept.) .... .. . 30
October (Oct.) .......... 31
November (Nov.) . ....... 30
December (Dec.) ........ . 31

For many business purposes, 30 days is considered to be I month.

MEASURES OF CURRENCY
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH

29. Units of Money.-The term curr en cy refers to
money, such as coins, bank notes, etc. The United States measure of money being based on the decimal system, it is possible to write fractions of dollars as decimals. The number
of dollars is written as a whole number followed by a decimal

18
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fraction representing the number of cents Thus th
.
·
' e expressiOn 7 dollars and 25 cents is written $7.25. Someti
. 1
.
third 1
mes, the
dectma
contams a
p ace representing mills · but th
.
.ts not a com.
.
I
'
.
'
ernill
t
1s
sunply
used
as
a
convenient
means
f
.
or rep.
resenting a tenth part of a cent. For instance the expres ·
· read 6 cents a11d 5 mills.
'
SIOQ
$.065 ts
Numrn:rs representing pounds, English money, are preceded
by the. st~ £ and f~llO\~ed by numbers representing other
denommations each w1th Its abbreviation; thus, .£4 12s. 6d is
read 4 potmds I2 shilliags 6 fretlce, the word pe11ce being pl~ral
of petmy.
£1=$4.866!
Aguinea=21s.

Acrown=5s.
Aflorin =2s.

The _following tables give measures of currency as used in
the Umted States and Great Britain. In Canada the units of
money are the same as in the United States.
TABLE OF UNITED STATES MONEY
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line drawn from the center to the circumference, as c a, c b, or
c d, Fig. 6, is called a !adius; if a radius is extended to meet
the circumference also on the opposite side of the center, as
b c e, it is called a diameter. Any portion of the circumference of a circle, as b d, is called a circular arc, or simply
an arc.
The whole circumference of any circle is supposed to be
divided into 360 equal parts, and each of these equal parts is
called a degree. Since 1 degree is 3 l 0 of any circumference,
it follows that the length of an arc of 1 degree will be different in circles of different diameters, but the length of the circumference of any circle will always
be 360 times as large as the length of
the arc of 1 degree. Or, the arc of
1 degree is always Th of the circumference, whatever the size of the circle. 1>1-+--....L.--::>~----Ie

ABBitEVI-

10 ·
ATIONS
m•lls (m.) ...... . ...... . ....... =1 cent ................... c.orct
lOcents .......................... =1 dime . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
d.

$

IOdimes . ........................ =1 dollar ............ .·: .. · · · · · ·
10 dollars ............. . .......... =1 eagle
··.····.E.

······················· .

TABLE OF ENGLISH MONEY

ABB!t£VIAl'IONS

.

4 farthmgs (far.) ............ . .. =1 penny ..... . ................. d.
12 pence ....... . .................. = 1 shiUing ... . .............
s
20 shillings ....................... = 1 pound or sovereign
..... £.

'

···········

MEASURES OF .ARCS AND ANGLES

CIRCUL&R. A.~ A."GULA.R MEASURES

30• .Definitions.-The measure of arcs and angles is
called cn·cular, or angular, measure, and is applied to the
measurement of arcs, angles, and circles. A circle is a plane
~re bounded by a curved line every point of which is equally
distant from a point within called the center. The line that
bounds a circle is called its circumference. Any straight

31. An angle is the opening between two straight lines that meet at
a point. Thus, in Fig. 6, the lines
b c and d c form an angle at the
FtG. 6
point c. These lines are the sides of the angle and the point c
at which they meet is called the vertex of the angle.
If any circle is drawn with its center at the vertex of an
angle, that portion of the circumference included between the
sides of the angle is known as tne intercepted arc. Such an angle
is measured by its intercepted arc. For example, if the arc ad
contains 120 degrees, the angle a c d is an angle of 120 degrees.
For the same reason the angle a c b is equal to 90 degrees if
the arc a b contains 90 degrees.
If a circumference is divided into four equal parts, each of
the parts is called a quadrant. The arc a b is a quadrant and
it contains 90 degrees.
A degree and.its subdivisions, minutes and seconds, are indicated by the signs ( 0 ) , ( ' ) , ("),both for angles and arcs; thus,
32° 15' 10'' is read thirty-two degrees fifteen mim4tes teu
seumds.
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TABLE OF ANGULAR liiEASlJRE

ABBR£Vt.
ATION!;

60seconds
60minutes
90 degrees
360 degrees

(") .............. . .... =1 minute . . .............. ... .... '
..... ........... ......=1 degree . .. . ............ . ..... .
....................... = 1 r~ght angle or quadrant, Lor rt. L.
.. . ................ . .. . =1 c1rcle . . . ......... . ......... cir.

MEASURES OF TEMPERATURE

FAJIRENDEIT AND CENTIGRADE SCALES

32. Therm.om.eter.-The temperature of a body is
the measure of its degree of sensible heat; hot bodies are said
to have high temperatures and cold bodies low temperatures.
Temperature is usually measured by means of an instrument
called a therm.om.eter. It consists of a glass tube closed at
the upper end and having at the lower end a bulb filled with
mercury. " ' hen the thermometer is placed in contact with a
hot body, the heat causes the mercury to expand, or take up
more space, and so it rises in the hollow tube. If the body is
cold, the mercury contracts, and occupies less space than before,
and the column then descends or grows shorter. The greater
the temperature, the higher the mercury rises in the tube; and
the lower the temperature, the lower the mercury descends in
the tube.
33. Therm.om.eter Scales.-Two thermometric scales
are in common use ; one is the Fahrenheit scale, and the other
the centigrade scale. A thermometer with these two scales,
one on each side of the tube, is shown in Fig. 7. The one on
the left, with F at the top, is the Fahrenheit scale, and the one
at the right, with C above it, is the centigrade scale. The
Fahrenheit thermometer, named after its inventor, is the one
most commonly used in the United States. The centigrade
thermometer is used largely in scientific work. The difference
between the two is that the boiling point of water is marked 212
on the Fahrenheit scale and 100 on the centigrade; and the
freezing point is 32 on the Fahrenheit scale and 0 on the cen·
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tigrade. Each small div~sion on each scale. i~ a degree of
temperature. The abbreviation for Fahrenheit JS Fahr. or F.,
d the abbreviation for centigrade is Cent. or C. ; thus, 180° F .
aneans 180 degrees on the Fahrenheit scale, and 65° C. means
m
. d
65 degrees on the centigra e scale.
34. In graduating thermometers, that is, making the scales
of values on them, two fixed points of temperature are almost
universally employed. These are the temperatures
of melting ice, and of the steam of water boiling in
an uncovered vessel. In graduating the centigrade
scale the distance between these two points is divided
into 100 equal graduations or degrees. The freezing
point is called zero, or 0°, and the boiling point 100°.
Degrees of the same value are carried ahove and
below the boiling and freezing points, respectively.
Distinction is made between the degrees above zero
and those below by placing a minus sign before the
latter; thus, 10° below zero is marked -10° and is
read minus ten degrees.
3S. In graduating the Fahrenheit scale, the
distance between the freezing and the boiling point
is divided into 180 equal parts, and degrees of the
same size are carried above and below the boilipg
and freezing points. Fahrenheit, who proposed this
scale, assumed that the greatest cold obtainable was
32° below the freezing point, and accordingly took
that point as the zero and reckoned from it upwards. The freezing point thus became 32° F.
and the boiling point 32°+ 180° =212°. Degrees
below the Fahrenheit zero are provided with a
minus sign, ~s are similarly placed degrees on the
centigrade scale. On many Fahrenheit thermom- Fie. 7
eters, the space between the freezing point and
boiling point is divided into 90 equal parts, so that the division
marks will not be so close together. In such a case, each
division corresponds to 2 degrees, but each main division is
numbered as in Fig. 7.
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36. Conversion of Thermometer Readings.-From
the fact that 180° F.= 100° C., it follows that 9° F . = 5° C. and
1° F. -:o C., or 1o C.=to F. These relative values form the
basis of the following rules by which Fahrenheit temperatures
may be changed into their corresponding centigrade values, or
vice versa :
Rule I.-To find the Fahrenheit temperature, 1mtltiply the
ctmtigrade temperature by f and add 32 to tire product.
Rule II.-To find the centigrade temperature, sHbtract 32
from the Fahrenheit temperature and multiply the remainder
by t.
EXAMPLE

l.-Wbat is the equivalent of

as· c.

on the Fahrenheit

scale?
SoLUTION.-Applying rule I, the temperature is
(85Xf) +32=185• F. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.-If a temperature is 68° F., what is the equivalent on the
centigrade scale?
SoLUTION.-According to rule II, 32 is subtracted from 68 giving the
remainder 36; then,
36X-&=zo· C. Ans.
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MISCELLANEOUS MEASURES

38. Collective Term.s.-The terms pair, cm..ple, gross,
great gross, and score are used in connection with some articles
or things; for example, a pair of shoes, a _dozen screws, a
gross of shears, and a score of years. Paper ts usually bought
and sold by the q~tire, ream, or brmdle.
TABLE OF IDSCELLA.NEOUS HEASlJRES

ABBREVI-

ATIONS
2 things ...... .. ............ . .. .. =1 couple, or 1 pair ............. pr.
12 things . ..... . .................• = 1 dozen ... . ............... . . doz.
12 dozen .................... .. . . •=1 gross ........ · · · · · ....... . . gr.
12gross .......................... =1greatgross ............... g.gr.
20tbings ........ . ...... . ......... =1 score
24 sheets ... . ........... . ......... =1 quire .. . ......•........ . ..•. qr.
20quires ......................... =1 ream ...................... rm.
2 reams ......................... = 1 bundle ..... . ............ . . bdl.
5 bundles .. . ................... .. =1 bale ... .. .........•..••••••• B.

METRIC MEASURES

•

37. Converting Variations of Tempera.ture.-Distinction must be made between a stationary temperature and a
variatiot~ of temperature when converting from one scale into
the other. For example, suppose that the temperature of an
electric generator rises 40° C.; since, according to Art. 36,
1° C.=!o F., it follows that 40° C.=!X40=72° F., the equivalent change in Fahrenheit degrees. Again, suppose that the
temperature of a room decreases from 180° F. to 99° F., or
81° F.; since l° F.=f0 C., 81° F.-;X81=45° C., the equivalent variation in centigrade degrees. In other words, when
converting a variation of temperature, the height of the
freezing point above 0° F., or 32°, is not considered.

LTh'EAR MEASURE

39. Principal Units. -In the metric system. a uniform scale of 10 is used throughout, as in the ordinary scale of
numbers and in United States money. The name of this system is derived from the meter, the unit from which all the
other units are derived. The metric system of measures is in
general use on the continent of Europe and is used to some
extent in the United States.
The unit of length is the meter, which bas a length equal to
39.37 inches, nearly. One hundredth of a meter is called a
centi.m.eter; and one thousandth of a meter, a millimeter.
In the United States, engineers and mechanics are likely to
meet with metric units in constructing machinery that has been
designed abroad and is being built to order in this country.
The units used on the drawings are usually the centimeter and
the millimeter.
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40. The relative lengths of centimeters and inches may be
seen from Fig. 8 in which the upper scale is divided into inches
and subdivisions, and the lower scale into centimeters and millimeters. The portion of the scale shown contains about
9 centimeters; each centimeter divided into 10 equal parts to
represent millimeters. It requires 100 centimeters, or more
than 10 times the length shown in the illustration, to mak:e
1 meter. A millimeter is equal to .03937 inch and a centi1
meter is equal to .3937 inch; that is, 1 inch is equal to -.03937
-

square centimeters. Land is measured in hectares, 1 hectare
being equal to 10,000 square meters, which is equivalent to
2.471 acres.
The principal metric units of square measure are the square
centimeter (sq. em.), which equals .155 square inch, and the
squa,re meter (sq. m.), which equals 1.195 square yards.
One square inch =6.45 square centimeters, and 1 square yard
= .836 square meter.

lnche.s and Divisions
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=25.4 millimeters, or 2.54 centimeters. The kilometer is
1,000 meters and is used in measuring great distances. It is
equal to about ! mile.
The following equivalents, or conversion factors, are in most
cases approximate: 1 inch= 25.4 millimeters= 2.54 centimeters ;
1 foot=30.5 centimeters= .305 meter; 1 meter=39.37 inches
= 328 feet; 1 mile= 1.61 kilometers; 1 kilometer= .6214
mile= 3,281 feet.
TADLE OF Lll\'EAR MEASURE

ABBREYI•

ATlONS

10 millimeters (mm.) ...... . . . . =1 centimeter ......... . ... . . .. em.
10 centimeters .. ............ . .•• = 1 decimeter ......... ... . . .. . drn.
10 decimeters .................. =1 meter ...................... m.
1,000 meters .......... .. ........ .. = 1 kilometer . . ...... . ...... . . Jun.

S(tUA.RE liiEASURE A.ND CUBIO MEASURE

41. Units of Squ are Measure.-Areas such as floors,
ceilings, and ordinary sur faces are measured in square meters;
countries and states, in square kilometers ; and small areas, in

TABLE OF SQUARE liiEASURE
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ABBREVIATIONS

100 square millimeters (sq. mm.) . . . =1 square centimeter ....... sq. em.
!()()square centimeters .... . .. ... .. = 1 square decimeter .. .. . . .. sq. drn.
100 square decimeters . ............ = 1 square meter .. . •...... .. sq. rn.

42. Units of Cubic Measure.-The metric units used
in practical work are chiefly the cubic centimeter (cu. em.),
which equals .06102 cubic inch, and the cubic m.eter (cu. m.),
or stere, which equals 1.31 cubic yards. One cubic inch
= 16.388 cubic centimeters, and 1 cubic yard= .765 cubic meter.
TABLE OF CUBIO liEASlJRE

ABB~VI
ATIONS

1,000 cubic millimeters (cu.mm.) ... =1 cubic centimeter ........ cu. em.
1,000 cubic centimeters . .... . ... ... = 1 cubic decimeter ......... cu. dm.
1,000cubic decimeters ............ =1 cubic meter . .... ........ cu. m.

LIQUID

43.

~'g)

DRY liiEASURE

Units of Capacity. -Metric units of capacity are
the same for both liquids and dry substances. The liter (1.)
is the principal unit of capacity; it is equal in volume to a
cube whose edge is 10 centimeters in length. One hectoliter
equals 100 liters. One liter= 1,000 cubic centimeters=2.1 pints
(liquid) =.91 quart (dry). One hectoliter=lOO liters=210
pints (liquid) = 91 quarts (dry). One quart (dry) = 1.1 liters;
one gallon= 3.785 liters. The volume of 1 liter is equal to
1 cubic decimeter.

81-10
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TABLE OF LIQ.UID AND DRY MEASURE

Aal!REVJATIONS

lOmilliliters (mi.) . .. .... . ....... =1 centiliter ...... . ..... . ...... ct
10centiliters ....... . . . ..... . ..... =1 deciliter .................... dl:
10 deciliters ...................... =1liter ......................... I
10 liters .... . ................... .. = 1 decaliter ...................
10 decaliters .....................• =1 hectoJjter . . ................ }fL
10 hectoliters ..................... = 1 kiloliter ................... KL

OPERATIONS WITH DENOMINATE NUMBERS

DL

REDUCTION

MEASURE OF WEIGHT

REDUCTION OF ENGLISH UNITS

44. Units of Weight.-The gram is the principal
metric unit of weight; it is the weight of 1 cubic centimeter of
pure distilled water at its temperature of maximum density, or
392° F., and is equal to 15.432 grains, Troy. The gram is
used in weighing small quantities of gold, silver, etc., also
letters (for postage). For greater weights the kilogram is
used; it is equal to 'the weight of 1 liter of pure water at a
temperature of 39.2° F . One kilogram= 1,000 grams=2.2046
pounds avoirdupois, and 1 pound (av.) =.4536 kilogram. One
metric ton= 1,000 kilograms; its weight is equal to that of
1 cubic meter of water at a temperature of 39.2° F.
TABLE OF MEASlJRE OF WEIGHT

AaoREVJATIONS

10 milligrams (mg.) ........ . ... =1 centigram .. . .. . ............ cg.
10centigrams ............. . .... =1 decigram ................... dg.
10 decigrams .... . .............. =1 gram . .... . .............. ... g.
lOgrams .. . ...............•.. . =1 decagram ................• Dg.
10 decagrams .. . . . ............. = 1 hectogram ................. Hg.
10 hectograms ................. .=1 kilogram ........... . ....... kg.
1,000kilograms .............. . .... =1 metric ton .. .... . ........... T.
NotE.-It is to be noted that abbreviations of anl'_ units greater than the
principal units metert gram, and liter are capitalized. Thus, decaliter and deca·
grams are abbreviatea Dl. and Dg., resjlective ly; and lcilometer and kilogram are
abbreviated Km. and Kg., resyectively. However, usage bas established l<m. and kg,
as the most common forms o abbreviation for the latter two units named.

45. Reduction to Higher or Lower

~enomina

uons.-The reduction of denominate. numbechrs ts ~he p~o~
ess of changing their denomination w1thout
angmg t e1r
Reduction
is
divided
into
two
cases.
In
one
case, the
va1ue.
h' h
d ·
·s
reduced
to
units
lower
than
the
tg
est
name
m
number 1
•
•
the number; in the other case, units of a low deno~natton are
reduced to a higher one. The first is called reduchotJ descendiug; the second, reduction ascending.
.
.
To change 2 miles 120 rods to feet would requrre an application of reduction descending, and to change 243,079 pouncis
to tons would involve reduction ascending.
46. Reduction Descending.-Reduction to a lower
denomination, or reduction descending, is made by multiplyi?g
the number of the higher denomination by the number of untts
of the lower denomination contained in one unit of _the highC:r
denomination. For example, to reduce 2 hours to mmutes, 2 Js
multiplied by 60, as 1 hour contains 60 minute_s. :rhus, 2 X60
= 120 minutes. In reductions to lower denommabons the following rule is applied:
Rule.-To reauce a compomul deuomi11ate number to a
(ower deuominatioa, 'Jmtltiply the mmtber represent·itJg the
/Jig!Jer denomination by the number of_mzits in t~1e ne.rt lowe;
denomiualicm required to 11zake lme mat of the lngher denom,_
11ation, and to t!lis product add tile 11umber of units of tile
lower denomination.
EXAKPLE

I.-Reduce 14 degrees 18 minutes 17 seconds to seconds.
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SoLUTION.- In order that the rule may be conveniently applied the
numbers are arranged in the manner shown.
14° 18' 17"
Multiply degrees by mm~ber of mitwtes iu I degree
60
840'
Add minutes give1~ i1~ example
18
85 8'
Multiply by 1m111ber of seco11ds i1J r 111imlle
60
-=5--o-1....,.
4-=8 7o···
17
Add seco11ds giveu in example
51497" Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.- How many seconds in 1 day?
SoLUTION..Number of lrours i1~ I day
Multiply by number of wi1111tes i1~ I hr.
M rtltiply_ b)• mtmber of seconds in

I

min.

EXA.aiPLES F O R PRACTICE

1. Reduce:
(a) 4 rd. .2 yd. 2 ft. to ft.
(b) 4 bu. 3 pk. 2 qt. to qt.

(a) 74 ft.
Ans. { (b) 154 qt.

2. The length of an electric transmission line is 1 mi. 45 rd. 11 ft.;
find the length, in feet, of the wire for the complete (two-wire) circuit.

Ans. 12,067 ft.
3. A student purchased 8 lb. 5 oz.. (av.) of chemicals for exper imental work. \Vhat was its value at 8 cents an ounce?
Ans. $10.64

4. If the bearings of a machine hold 3 pints of oiJ, ho\V many times
can they be fiUed from 2 barrels?
Ans. 168times

24
60

f440
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min.

60
8 6 4 0 0 sec. Ans.

47. The preceding examples involve more than two different denominations. In practice, as a ru1e, only two denominations are considere~, in which case the method of reduction can
be much simplified. The following examples will .show the
method of procedure :
ExAMPLE I.- Reduce 64 quarts 1 pint to pints.
SoLUTION.-Referring to the table of Jjquid measure, it is found that

1 qt.=2 pt. 64 qt. is equal to 64X2, or 128 pt.; therefore, 64 qt. 1 pt.
=128 pt.+1 pt.=129 pt. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2. -Reduce 6 tons 268 pounds to pounds.
So.LUTJON.-One ton contains 2,000 lb, Then, by the rule, 6X2,0CO
=12,000 lb., and 12,000+268= 12,268 lb. Ans.
ExAMPLE 3.-Change 5 hours 24 minutes to minutes.
SoLUTION.-There are 60 min. in 1 hr. Therefore, according to the
rule, 5X60=300 min., and 300+24= 324 min. Ans.
ExA!t.!:PLE 4.-How many inches in 3 feet 6! inches?
SoLUTION.- The number 3 is the higher denomination. According to
the rule, this must be multiplied by 12, because it takes 12 of the lower
units, or inches, to make one unit of the higher denomination, or 1 ft.
Multiplying, 3Xl2=36 in. To this product is now added the 61 in. in
the given number, making a total of 36+6!=42! in. Therefore, 3 ft.
6~ in.=42! in. Ans.
ExAMPLE 5.-How many square inches in a surface whose area is
3 square feet 28 square inches?
SoLUTJON.-In 1 sq. ft. there are 144 sq. in. Then, by the ruie,
3X 144= 432 sq. in., and 432+28= 460 sq. in. Ans.

5. The pressure of the atmosphere at sea level is at a given time
14.7 pounds per square inch. 'What is the pressure per square foot?
Ans. 2,116.8lb.

48. Reduction Ascending.-Reduction to a higher
denomination, or reduction ascending, is made by d ividing the
number of the lower denomination by the number of units of
the lower denomination required to make one unit of the
higher denomination. For example, to reduce 32 ounces (av.)
to pounds, 32 is divided by 16, because 1 pound contains
16 ounces; thus, 32+16= 2 pounds. In reductions to higher
denominations the foUowing rule is applied :
Rule. -To redt1ce a deuomi11ate mtmber to a hig/re1' denomir
1zation, divide the number representing the denomination givea
by the number of 1mits of this deuomi11ati<n~ reqt~ired to rJI.ake
one unit of the higher denom·ination. The remainder will be
of the same deuominat1:on, bttt the qt~,otient will be of the
higher. The qnotient a1zd the 1'emai1zder together are th~:
reqttired reS1tlt.
1.-Reduce 211 inches to yards, feet, and inches.
SoLUTION.-There are 12 in. in 1 ft.; 1 2 ) 2 1 1 ( 1 7 ft.
12
therefore, 211 in. divided by 12=17 ft. and
91
7 in. remainder. There are 3 ft. in 1 yd. ;
84
therefore, 17 ft. divided by 3=5 yd. and 2 ft.
remainder. The last quotient and the two 3) 17 Jin.rem.
( 5 yd.
remainders constitute the answer, 5 yd. 2 ft.
15
7 in.
2ft. rem.
ExAMPLE
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EXAMPLE 2.-Reduce 3,557 pints to
SoLUTION.-There are 2 pt. in 1 qt.;
therefore, 3,557 pt. divided by 2=1,778
qt. and 1 pt. remainder. There are
4 qt. in 1 gal.; therefore, 1,778 qt.
divided by 4=444 gal. and 2 qt. remainder. There are 31.5 gal. in
1 bbl.; therefore, 444.0 gal. divided
by 31.5=14 bbl. and 3.0 gal. re· d
mam er.
The answer is made up of the last
quotient and all the remainders·
thus, 14 bbl. 3 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. Not~
that the remainder after the last
division is not 30 gal. but 3 gal., the
decimal point being placed verlically
under the point in the dividend.

higher denominations.
2) 3 55 7 ( 1 7 7 8 qt.
~
15
14
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23.5 gal. 1 pt. The decimal .5 gal. must be reduced to the next lower
denomination by multiplying it by the number of quarts in 1 gal., or
.SX4=2 qt. Hence, the final answer is: 3 bbl. 23 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt.

l5

11 4 7

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

16
-1
pt. rem.
4 ) 1 7 7 8 ( 4 4 4 gal
16
l7
16
l8
16

3 1.5) 4 ~ (e;n4 bbl.
3 15
1290
EXAMPLE 3.-Reduce 18,000 square
1260
inches to square feet.
--rG gal. rem.
SoLUTI OX.Div ide by lire 1111mber of} 1 4 4 ) 1 8 0 0 0 ( 1 2 5 sq. ft. Ans.
square inc/res i1~ I sq. ft.
144

4:o

36o
288
72o

720
EXAMPLE 4.-How many weeks in 18 days?
SoLUTJON.-It takes 7 days to make 1 week, that is, 7 units of the
lower denomination to make 1 unit of the higher. By the rule, 18 is to
be divided by 7 to get the result; thus,
7) 1 8 ( 2 weeks
14
4days
The result is therefore 2 wk. 4 da. Ans.
ExAMPLE 5.-Reduce 14,728 pounds to tons.
SoLUTJON.-One ton is equal to 2,000 lb. Then, according to the
rule, 14,728 is to be divided by 2,000; thus,
2000) 14728 ( 7T.
14000
----n8tb.
Therefore, 14,728 lb.=7 T . 728 lb. Ans,
EXAMPLE 6.-Reduce 945 pints to h1gher c)enoniination~
SOLUTION.-The solution is found in the manner shown in example 4
The final quotient and the various remainders are as follows: 3 bbl.

1. Reduce the following to units of higher denominations. If fractions appear in the results in any but the lowest denomination, reduce
them to lower denominations.
(a) 7,460 sq. in.
An {(a) 5 sq. yd. 6 sq. ft. 116 sq. in.
s. (b) 9 bbl. 15 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt.
(b) 2,395 pt. (liq.)
2. How many tons in 459,875 lb. ?

Ans. 229.937o5 T.

3. If 36 cu. ft. of coal weighs 1 T ., how much space is filled by 7 T.
1,590 lb.?
Ans. 280.62 cu. ft.
4. How many rails, each 30 feet long, will be required to lay a railroad track 26 miles long?
Ans. 9,152
Non.-Two lines of rails are to be considered.

REDUCII'ION OF METRIC UNITS

49. Reduction to Higher or Lower Denominations.
In the metric system it is easy to reduce the values of different
denominations to the next lower or to the higher denomination,
as all that is necessary is to multiply or divide by 10 for linear
measures. If one or more of the intermediate denominations
are omitted, the factor 10 is increased to 100 or to 1,000, as the
case may be. For instar..::e, on reducing meters to centimeters,
the number of meters is multiplied by 100, as 1 meter= 100 centimeters. Reducing kilograms to grams, the number of kilograms is multiplied by 1,000, as 1 kilogram=l,OOO grams. A
few examples will show the method of procedur~
ExAMPLE I.-Reduce 8 kilograms to grams.
SoLUTION.-From Art. 44, one kg.=1,000 g.; hence,
8kg.=8Xl,OOO g .=8,000 g. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.-Express 7.65 cubic meters in cubic centimeters.
SoLuriON.-From the table of cubic measure. 1 cu. m.=l,OOO cu. dm.,
and 1 cu. dm.=l,OOO cu. em. It follows that 7.65 cu. m.=7.65X1,000
X 1,000 cu. cm.=7,650,000 cu. em. Ans.
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ExAMPLE 3.-Reduce 97.56 grams to kilograms.
SoLUTION.-From Art. 44, one kg.=1,000 g. It follows that
97.56
97.56 g.= 1, =.09756 kg. Ans.
000
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SoLUTION.-According to Art. 40, 1 in. contains 25.4 mm. Therefore,
61X25.4=162 mm., very nearly. Ans.

SoLUTION.-From the table of cubic measure, 1 cu. cm.=l,OOO cu. mm
It follows that
·

ExAMPLE. 2.-If a tank of oil weighs 280 pounds, what is its weight in
kilograms?
•
SoLUTION.-By Art. 44, 1 lb.=.4536 kg.; hence,

37 cu. mm.=·~X37 cu. cm.=.037 cu. em.

280X.4536=127 kg. Ans.

EXAMPLE 4.-\Vhat is the weight of 37 cubic millimeters of water?

From Art. 44, 1 cu. em. of water weighs 1 g. ; therefore, the weight
of 37 cu. mm. of water is
.037Xl g.=.037 g. Ans,

ELUIPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. A disk has a diameter of 3i inches. What is its diameter in millimeters?
Ans. 82.55 mm.
REDUCTION FROM ONE SYSTEM TO ANOTHER

50. Conversi on of Metric Units 'to English Units

In changing metric units to English units, the general rule t~
follow is to multiply the number of metric units by the equivalent of that unit in the desired English units. The method can
most easily be illustrated by examples, as follows :
ExAMPLE 1.-A machine part has a diameter of 115 millimete
What is its diameter in inches?
rs.
SoLUTION.-From Art. 40, the equivalent of 1 mm. is .03937 in.
Therefore, the equivalent of 115 mm. is
115X.03937=4.52755 in., or 4H in., nearly. Ans.
EXAMPLE 2.-I£ a vessel has a volume of 248 cubic centimeters what
is its volume in cubic inches?
'
SoLUTION.-From Art. 42, the equivalent of 1 cu. em. is .06102 cu. in.
The volume of the vessel in cubic inches, therefore, is
248X.06102=15.13 cu. in. Ans.

51. Conversi on of English Units to Metric Units.
In order to change English units to metric units divide the
number of English units by the equivalent of the desired metric
unit in English units; or, as multiplication is simpler than
division, multiply the number of English units by the number
of metric units equivalent to the English unit.
ExAMPLE 1.-If a bar is 6i inches long, what is its length in millimeters?

2. Find the length in inches of a piece of wire that is 280 millimeters long.
Ans. 11 in.

3. A box containing 12! cubic inches contains how many cubic centimeters?
Ans. 205 cu. em., nearly
4. A bag of flour weighs 12 kilograms.
pounds?

'Vhat is its weight in
An!.. 26i lb., nearly

52. Conversion Factors.-As a convenient means for
reducing the units of one system to those of another a list of
the most frequently used conversion factors is given herewith.
Many of these are factors shown in connection with the preceding tables. The term conversion factor means here a
multiplier which if used with a given number of one system
converts it into an equivalent number of another system. It
is stated in Art. 40 that 1 inch=25.4 millimeters. The number 25.4 is a conversion factor by which any number of inches
may be converted to millimeters. For example, 7.5 inches are
converted to millimeters by using 25.4 as a multiplier; thus,
7.5 inches=7.SX25.4 millimeters=190.5 millimeters.
LIST OF CoNVERSION FACTORS

lnchesX25.4=millimeters; millimeters+25.4=inches.
InchesX2.5-t=centimeters; centimeters+2.54=incbes.
FeetX.30S=meters; metersX3.28=feet.
Miles X 1.6l=kilometers; kilometers X .6214=miles.
Square inchesX6.4S=square centimeters; square centimeters X .ISS
=square inches.
81-11
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Square yardsX.836=square meters; square metersXll9"yards.
· .>-square
Cubic inchesX16.4=cubic centimeters · cubic centim t X
inches.
'
e ers ·06 l=cubic
Cubic yardsX.765=cubic meters
=cubic yards.
'

or steres · cub'
'
JC meters X 1.31

Quarts (dry)_Xl:l=liters; liters+l.l=quarts (dry).
GallonsX3.785=1iters; litersX.2642=gallons.
Pounds (av.) X.4536=kilograms; kilogramsX2.2=pounds.

53.
Application of Conversion Factors Th
)'
·
.
.
· - · e appt-

cabon of the preceding hst to the conversion of nun1 b
f
·
f
ers rom
umts o one system to units of another system rna b
.
Y e seen
f rom t he followmg
examples :
ExAMPLE 1.-How many meters in 4,375 feet?
SoLUTIOx.-As feetX.305=meters, 4,375 ft.=4,375X.305=1,334.375 m.
ExAMPLE 2.-How many pounds in 723 kilograms?

Ans.

SoLUTIOK.-As kilogramsX2.2=pounds, 723 kg.=723X22=1,590.6 lb.
Ans.

EXAMPLE 3.-Reduce 231 kilometers to miles.
SoLUTION.-As kilometersX.6214=miles 231 kilometers=231X.6214
=143.5 mi. Ans.
'
REDCCTIOX OF DENOiUDo'ATE 1\''UiUBERS TO DECDIALs

54•. Rule for Reduction.-In calculations emplo ·
denommate numbers, it is often convenient and 1·n
ymg
,
some cases
necessary, to reduce a denominate number to a de · 1
f th
. ·
. .
c1ma part
o
e ~ext h•gher denommahon, as inches to a decimal of a
foot, mmutes to a decima] of an hour, and so forth. The
method employed fo~ t~e reduction of decimal denominate
numbers corresponds m tts main features with that e 1 · d
in Arts. 45 to 48.
xp ame

Co~sidering first the particular case of reducing 6 inches to
a dec1mal part of a foot it is to be noted that 1 · h · ...L
'
me IS 1:1 part
of a f?ot. '!'heref~re, 6 inches is 1\ of a foot. Reducing -fa to
a decimal, Its eqwvalent value is the quotient of 6+ 12= 5
!fence, 6 in~hes is equivalent to .5 foot. Similarly, as 7 inch~~
ts equa_J to rr of a foot, and -1-2 reduced to a decimal is equal to
.5833, It follows that -l:r foot is equal to .583~ foot.
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In a similar manner 15 minutes may be reduced to a decimal
of an hour. As 1 hour=60 minutes, 15 minutes= t&- hour.
On reducing H to a decimal its equivalent value is found to
be 15+60= .25; therefore, 15 minutes= .25 hour.
The method followed in the preceding examples is embodi;d
in the following rule :
Rule.-To reduce a tlenomiuate tmmber to a decimal of a
higher deuomi11ation divide the given number by the 1mmber of
1mits required to make one 1mit of the higher denomination.
The quotient, expressed a-s a decimal, will be the equivalent
decimal value of the given number in terms of the highe-r
det1omi11ation.

55. Application of Rule.-The application of the preceding rule is shown in the following examples:
EXAMPLE 1.-In the expression 26 feet 9! inches reduce the inches
to a decimal of a foot and add the decimal to the whole number.
SoLUTION.- According to the rule, the number 9! must be divided by
12. This division will be made easier by reducing the number to an
improper fraction or to a whole number and a decimal. Following the
latter method, it is found that 9!=9.75. On dividing 9.75 by 12 the
quotient is .8125. It follows that 91 in.=.8125 ft., and that the complete
expression is 26+.8125=26.8125 ft. Ans.
ExAMPLE 2.-Reduce 36 degrees 27 minutes 48 seconds to degrees
and decimal of a degree.
SoLUTION.-Applying the rule, 48" must be reduced to a decimal of
a minute by dividing 48 by 60, the number of seconds in a minute, and
expressing the quotient as a decimal. Thus, 48+60=.8; hence, 48"=.8'.
This decimal must be added to the given minutes, the result being
27+.8=27.8'. This number must now be reduced to a decimal of a
degree. Applying the rule again, the number 27.8 must be divided by
the number of minutes in one degree, or 60. Thus, 27.8+60=.463;
therefore, 27.8' is equal to .463°. It follows that the expression
36° 27' 48" is equivalent to 36.463°. Ans.
ExAMPLE 3.-Reduce 21 gallons 31 quarts H pints to gallons and a
decimal part of a gallon.
SoLUTJON.-There are 2 pt. in a quart, therefore H pt. reduced to a
1
decimal of a quart is equal to
=.75 qt. Adding this decimal to

i

3f qt., the sum is 4.5 qt. These quarts are reduced to a decimal of a
gallon by dividing by the number of quarts in 1 gal., or 4; 4.5+4
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= 1.125. Therefore, 4.5 qt. is equal to 1.125 gal. On adding this num.
ber to the given number of gallons, the sum is 22.125 gal. It follows
that 21 gal. 3l qt. H pt. is equal to 22.125 gal. Ans.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

Reduce each of the following denominate numbers to a decimal part
of the next higher denomination.

1. 7!inches
2. 13 ounces (av.)
3. 46 minutes (time)
4. 21 quarts (liquid)

5. 120 square inches

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
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84 ·
The decimal .84 must now be multiplied by 60, since th.ere
=Zl. mm..10 1 ·
Thus 84X60=50 4 · that is, .84 min.=50.4 sec.
e 60 sec.
mm.
' ·
· '
504
A
~;follows
that 36.464 hr. is equal to 36 hr. 27 min. · sec.
ns.
ExAMPLE 2.-Reduce 6.75 feet to feet and inches..
.
. 1 .75 .IS m ulliplied .by 12' smce there
SoLUTION.-The d ec1ma
_ are
£ 12 10.
·
in 1 ft., or .75x 12=9 ,· tha t 1·s, .75 ft .=9 m. and 6.75 ft.- 6 t. 9 10'
Ans.
d •
th
ExAMPLE 3.-Reduce 5.453 feet to feet, inches, an Sixteen s

0

f an

Ans..625ft.
Ans. .8125 lb.
Ans..767hr.
Ans. .6875 gal.
Ans. .833 sq. ft.

REDUCTION OF A. DECDIAL DENO:UINATE NUUDER TO A.
1\"UliDER OF A. LOWER DEJ\"03UNATION

56. Rule for Reduction.-Sometimes it is required to
reduce t11e decimal part of a denominate number to one or
more numbers of a lower denomination. For instance, the
decimal of a foot is to be reduced to inches, decimal of an hour
to minutes and seconds, and so forth.
Since the reduction of a number to a decimal of a higher
denomination is made by division, the reverse process is effected
by multiplication. For example, to reduce .75 foot to inches,
.75 must be multiplied by 12, since there are 12 inches in
1 foot; thus, .75X 12 =9. Therefore, .75 foot is equivalent to
9 inches. The following rule applies to this kind of reduction:
Rule.-To reduce a decimal denomi11ate mmtber to anumber of a lower dmomination, multiply the decimal by the 111mz-.
ber of 1111ils required to make 011e 1tnit of the higher denominatiOI~. The product will be the equivalent vahte in terms of the
lower denominatio1~.

57. Application of Rule.-The following examples
show the application of the preceding rule:
EXAMPLE 1.-Reduce 36.464 hours to hours, minutes, and seconds.
SoLUTION.-According to the rule, the decimal is to be multiplied by
60, as there are 60 min. in 1 ltr.; .464X60=27.84; therefore, .464 hr.

inch.
.
· r•ed by
SoLUTION.-The dec•mal
.4SJ .ts mu1hp
. 12·' thus,
.
d.453Xl2
d to
=5.436, showing that .453 ft.=5.436 in. The dwma! .436 IS r~ uce.
sL-:teenths by multiplying by -ti• since there are 16 Sixteenths m 1 mch.
..36Xl6-6.976.
Th us, ·""
16- 16 , therefore' .436 in.=6.976 sixteenths of an inch.
As it is desirable that the latter number shalt be a whole nu;b~r,
the decimal part is omitted, and as the decimal is greater tlian · ' t e

. .mcreased by 1 ; th us 6.976=-h=
l6
·436 in.' approximately.
whole number 1s

It follows that 5.453 ft.=S ft. 5/a- in. Ans.
ExAMPLE 4.-Reduce 4.29 inches to inches and thirty-seconds of an
inch.
b
t•1
-The decimal 29 is reduced to thirty-seconds Y rnu tip Y·
So
LUTION.
•
1 . ch Tb
29X u
ing by ff, there being 32 thirty-seconds m
m ·
en,
n

-~~--b
in., approximately; the decimal .28 being less than .5, it is
-32
simply dropped. Therefore, 4.29

in.=4:ft~

in. Ans.

:ExAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

Reduce the following decimal values to units of lower den~minations:
1. .625 feet to inches
Ans. 7~ m.

2. .8125 pound (av.) to ounces
3. .767 hour to minutes

Ans. 46min.

4. .6875 gallon to quarts

Ans. 2!qt.

5. .833 square foot to square inches

Ans. 120 sq. in.

Ans. 13 oz.

ADDITION OF COMPOUND NUJIIBERS

58. Rule for Adding Compound Numbe.rs.-Compound numbers formed of denominations be~ongmg to the
same kind may be added by applying the followmg rule:
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Rule.-Place the m~mbers
so that
like d'enominat;n
•
.
.
""'1rs are .,,
the same coilmm. Begm at the nght-ha11d column a d dd
. .
' " a .
Dtm~e tire sum by the number of units of this denomination
reqmrcd to make oue nuit of the higher denomi11ation. Place
the remaiuder m1der the colwmn added, and carry the quoticut
to the 11ext coltmm.

5. 0£ four oil tanks situated in a power plant, the first tank contains 167 gallons 3 quarts; the second contains 186 gallons 1 quart; the

ft.

1
2
1
3
9

. EXAMPLE 1.-F~ur bars measure 1 foot 31
mches, 2 feet 7i mches, 1 foot llt inches and
3 feet 81 inches, respectively; what is the 'combined length?

in.
3t

7f
lit

8!

7~~

A

SoLUTION.-The numbers are arranged as
ns. s hown. 0 n a dd'mg the numbers in the first col1umn the sum is fo.und to be 311 in., or 2 ft. 7i in. The 7i in. is put
d~wn and the 2 ft. rs ad~ed to the other column, giving 9 ft. The combmed length of the bars 1s 9 ft. 7i in. Ans.
EXAMPLE 2.-A workman spends 1 hour 40 minutes on one piece of
work, 2 hours 35 minutes on another, and 3 hours
.
10 minutes on a third. \Vhat is his time on aU
hr.
mm.
three?
1
40
2
35
SoLUTION.-The sum of the numbers in the
3
10
right-hand column is 85 min., which is equal to
7---25 Ans.
1 hr. 25 min. The 25 min. is set down and the 1 hr. is carried over and
added to the number in the otl1er column. Therefore, the total time is
7 hr. 25 min. Ans..

E:L\..'UPLES FOR PRACTICE

l. Find the sum of 7 feet 6 inches, 3 feet 7i inches 1 foot 9i inches
and 2 feet 2 inches.
' Ans. 15 ft. It in:

2. Find the total weight of tluee lots of scrap iron that weigh 2 tons
765 pounds, 4 tons 1,240 pounds, and 1 ton 800 pounds.
Ans.. 8 T. 80S lb.

3: A carpenter works 2 hours 45 minutes on one job, 1 hour
5 mmutes on another, and 3 hours 25 minutes on another. \Vhat is the
total time worked?
Ans. 7 hr. 15 min.
4. Alo~g the end o£ a factory, as shown by the diagram, Fig. 9,
four machines a, b, c, and d are set in line. The distances between the
machines an~ between the end machines and ilie wall, and the lengtlls
o f the machmes are as marked. .W hat is the distance from one side
waU to the other?
Ans. J7 ft.

• 39

End Wall

F'Ic.9

third contains 108 gallons 2 quarts, and the fourth contains 123 gallons
3 quarts. What is the total quantity of oil in the tanks?
Ans. 586 gal. 1 qt.

SUBTRACTION OF COMPOUND NUMBERS

59. Rule for Subtracting 'C o:mpotllld Numbers.
Compound numbers may be subtracted by applying the following rule:

Rul e.- Place the smaller quantity 1mder tile larger qttantity,
with like denominations it~ tlu: sm1u: column. Bcg·inuing at the
right, subtract the 1mmber in tile subtrahend itJ. each denomi1la.tion from tire one above, mul place the diffe7'ences mzder11eath.
If the number iu the mimte11d of any de11omi11atio1J. is Jess that&
tire 111U1WCr 1mder it in tire Silbtra/tend, OIIC tnust be taken. from
the tnimtend of the 1Jex~ higher denomination, reduced, and
added to it.
ExAMPLE 1.-A pile o£ coal containing 3 tons 728 pounds has
566 pounds taken away. How much remains?
SoLUTION.-Setting down the numbers acT.
t11 imumd
3
cording to the rule, and subtracting, the
stlblrolwrd 1
remainder is found, as shown.
..;:---remai11der 2
That is, 2 T. 162 lb. remain. Ans.

1 ton

1b·
72 8
7566
-::..;:
16 2

EXAMPLE 2.-A length of pipe 4 feet 6 inches long has a piece 1 foot
8 inches long cut off. What length remains?
in.
ft.
SoLUTION.- Arranging the numbers as shown, the re4
6
mainder is found in the following manner: As it is
1
8
impossible to subtract 8 from 6, 1 ft. is borrowed from
the 4 ft. and added to the 6 in. after converting the foot to inches.
T hus, 12+6=18 in. The 1 f t. taken away from the 4 ft. leaves 3 f t.
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The numbers will then appear as shown in the second a rrangement
.
Arranged in this f~rm, 8 may be tak_en from 18, leaving
ft.
m. and 1 from 3, leavmg 2. The remamder is therefore 2 ft
3
1 8 10 in. A ns
·
1
8
.
NoT£.-The operation of taking 1 ft. away from the 4 ft. redu
2
1 0 ing it to inches, and adding it to. the 6 in., would gene;ally {

10:

done menially, and would not be wntlen down as shown.

e

EXMIPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. From a piece of timber 10 feet 8 inches long two pieces are sawed
off, one measuring 2 feet 6 inches and the other 3 feet 8 inches.
Neglecting the width of the saw cuts, what length o f timber remains?
Ans. 4 ft. 6 in.
2. A glass tube 3 feet 5 inches long, as shown in Fig. 10, is marked

F~l=~:_,_~_··~===4_·~~~------~:1
Ftc. 10

to be cut off into two parts, the shorter of which is 1 foot 8 inches.
What is the length of the longer part?
Ans. 1 ft. 9 in.
3. If 2 gallons 3 quarts 1 pint of oil is drawn from a tank containing 8 gallons 1 quart n pint, how much oil remains in the tank?
Ans. 5 gal. 2 qt. i pt.
4. A certain lever may move through an angle of 45° 2({ 43". If it
h as moved through an angle of 30° 14' 55", through what angle must it
yet move to reach its final position?
Ans. 15° 11' 48"

MUili'IPLICATION OF COMPOUND NUMBERS

60.

Rule for Multipl ying Com.pound Num.bers,

Compound numbers may be multiplied by other numbers by

applying the following rule:
Rule.- Multiply the mu11ber representi11g the lower dellomiby the give1t ·multiplier aud redttce the product to the
higher de11omination. Write the remainder 1mder the lower
deuomi11ati-on, and add the quotient to the product obtained by
multiplyi119 the higher denomi11ati01t by the 1¥mltiplier.
1UJtiol~

ExAMPLE 1.-Wbat length of stock is needed to make 16 bolts, if
each bolt requires a leng th of 1 foo t 31 inches?

SoLUTION 1.-The stock required must be 16 times the length required
for one bolt.
.
.
Arranging the numbers as shown, 31 1s multJphed by 16 ; thus,

JlX 16=2: x 16=4~=30. But, 50 in. ;s equal to i~ =4 ft. 2 in. The remainder 2 is placed under 16 and the 4 ft.
ft.
in.
· carried over and added to the next product.
1
3t
~ultiplying 1 ft. by 16, the product is 16 ft.,
I6
to which is added 4 ft., or 16+4=20 ft. T he
20ft.
2 in. Ans.
length of stock must therefore be 20 ft. 2 in. Ans.
ft.
in.
SoLUTION 2.-The problem may also be
1
31
solved in the following manner: Multiplying
16
1 ft. 31 in. by 16 gi\'es 16 ft. and 16X31l in.;
00
6 -:_-1 -.,.
f£~-.-5.-0 ~n. ,
but 16X31 in.=l6:>J~=~
-50 in. But 50 in.
(.
m. ....ns.
=4 ft. 2 in., and the whole product is therefore 16 ft.+4 ft. 2 in.=20 ft.

20

2

8 8

2 in. Ans.

ExAMPLE 2.-1Iultiply 6 lb. 14 oz. (av.) by 12.
SoLUTION.-The numbers 6 pounds and 14 ounces are each multiplied
by 12, giving the product, 72 lb. 168 oz.. T.o
lb.
oz.
reduce 168 oz. to pounds and ounces, 1t IS
6
14
12
divided by 16, as there are 16 oz. in 1 lb.
Thus, 168 oz.-+16=10 lb. 8 oz., and 72 lb.
28
+ 10 Jb.=82 lb., making the whole weight
14
equal to 82 lb. 8 oz.
=87 22llb.
1 68
8oz. A
.
f
f
.
oz.
ns.
ExAMPLE 3.-The c1rcum e.rence o a
fi vheel which also serves as a driving pulley, is 47 feet 3 inches. If
Y'
'
the belt is in contact with the rim of the fi)"vheel
ft.
il.
over ! of its circumference, what is the length of
47
!
that portion of the belt that makes contact with
28! ft.
H in. the pulley?
=28ft.
4! in.
Sou;no~.-Multiplying 47 ft. 3 in. by ! gives
28! ft. H in. The f raction l ft. must be reduced to inches .md added
to U in. Thus J2X!=23 in.; 2i+1!=3l=4! in. 'fhe required Je.qgth is,
then, 28 ft. 4! in. Ans.
EXA..'\IPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. Twelve pieces each 1 foot 3! inches long are sawed from a bu
of iron. \ Vhat is the total length sa•::ed off, neglecting the. w idth ot
the saw cut?
Ans. 15ft. 6 in.
2. If 18 boxes each 2 feet 4l inches wide are set side by side, what
will be the total width?
Ans. 42ft. 9 in.
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3. Five loads of pig iron, each weighing 4 tons 650 pounds are
purchased. What is the total amount of iron purchased, if the wei~ht is
in long tons?
Ans. 21 T. 1,010 lb.

2.-Divide 28 feet 5 inches by 8.
SoLUTION.- 28 ft. divided by 8 gives a quotient of 3 ft. and 4 ft. as
a remainder. The 4 ft. is now reduced
ft. in.
8) 2 8 5 ( 3 ft. 61 in. Ans.
to inches by multiplying by 12, which
24
gives 48 in. 48+5=53 in. and 5378=61
4 ft. rem.
in., making the answer 3 ft. 6i in.
12
EXAMPLE 3.-Divide 85 tons 1,843
4 8 in.
pounds by 36.
5 in.
SoLUTION.- 85 T. divided by 36=2 T.
8) 53 in. ( 6i in.
48
with a remainder of 13_T.=26,000 lb.;
i
but, 26,000 lb.+1,843 lb.-27,843 lb., and
27,843 lb.736=773.4 lb., making the complete answer 2 T. 773.4 lb.
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4. Each cell of an electric battery requires 2 pounds 12 ounces (av.)
of copper sulphate for a charge. How much will 23 cells require?
Ans. 63 lb. 4 oz.

S. Multiply 42 degrees 31 minutes 24 seconds by t . Ans. 30° 22' 2~"

DIVISION OF COMPOUND NUMBERS

61. Rule for Dividing Com.pound Num.ber,s.-The
rule to be used in dividing a compound number by another
number is as follows :
Rule.-Find how mm~y times the divisor is contained in the

first or higher denomi11ation of the dividend; reduce the remainder, if any, to tire lower denomination, and add to it the mml-ber i1~ the givet~ dividet1d expressing that denomi1~tion; divide
this 11ew divide11d by the divisor, and the quotient will be the
uext denomi1tatio11 in the l}1wticnt required. Or, reduce the
divide11d to units of tlze lower denomination and divide by the
given divisor.
1.-A piece of bar iron 20 f eet 2 inches long is used in
f t. m.
making 16 bolts, all o f the same length.
1 6) 2 0 2 ( 1 ft. 33 in. Aos. What is the length used for each bolt?
16
SoLUTION 1.-The numbers are ar4 ft. rem.
.. is performed as
12
ranged an d t h e d'IVJSJon

EXA:\IPLE

3 6) 8 5 T .
72

1 8 4 3 lb. ( 2 T. 7 7 3.4lb. approx. Ans.

TIT.

2000
2600-0lb.
1 8431b.
3 6) 2 7 8 4 3 lb. ( 7 7 3.4 lb.
252
264
252

123

1 08

150

144
- 6

ExAMPLE

4 8 in.
2 in.
1 6) 50 in. ( 3l in.
48

in the accompanying solution. The total

length of the bar, or 20 ft. 2 in., is
divided by 16. First, 16 is contained
once in 20 ft., with 4 ft. as a remainder.
f,= i
T his 4 ft. is now reduced to inches by
multiplying it by 12, which gives 48 in. Adding the 2 in. in the original
number, gives a sum of 50 in. Then, 50716=:h\=3~ in. Thus, the
amount used for each bolt is 1 ft. 3l in. Ans.
SoLUTiON 2.-The example may also be solved by reducing the compound number to its lowest denomination and then dividing by the g iven
divisor. Thus, 20 ft. 2 in. is reduced as follows: 20Xl2=240;
240+2=242 in. Then, 242716=15l in., or 1 ft. 31 in. Ans.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE

1. If a bar 5 feet 3 inches long is diYided into four equal parts, what
is the length of each?
Ans. 1 ft. 31 in.
2. If a man requires 23 hours 50 minutes to make 11 articles of
merchandise, how long will it take to make one?
Ans. 2 hr. 10 min.
3. How many armature coils weighing 1 lb. 3 oz. each can be made
from a reel of copper wire weighing 200 pounds, net?
Ans. 168 coils and 8 oz. of wire remaining
4. How long would it take a cannon ball traveling at the rate of
1,950 feet per second to pass over a dis~ance of 10 miles?
Aos. Z7 sec., nearly
5. How long will 40 gallons of lubricating oil last, if 7 pints are
used each day?
Ans. 45t da.
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EXA"lUI~ATION QUESTIO~S

Notice to Students.-Sirtdy tlu: Itutrrtclio1~ Paper thorougllly before
to answer these questio1u. Read each question carefully and
be sure you understand it; tlum wriJe the best answer you ron. 1Vhen yortr
atw.oers are completed, examitre them dosely, correct all ~~~ errors yor~ cat~
fittd, a11d see that every question is answered; thetJ mail yottr work to 1u.
Send all your " 'Ork on these questions. Your answers alone are
not e11o11gll; your work should show how yo11 got them.

yor~ attempt

(1) How many square inches are there in a surface
16 inches long and 9 inches wide?
Ans. 144 sq. in.

(2) If a box is 8 feet long, 4! feet wide, and 2 feet deep,
how many cubic feet does it contain?
Ans. 72 cu. ft.
(3)

Reduce 4 feet 7! inches to inches.

Ans. 55! in.

( 4)

How many minutes are there in 6 hours 33 minutes?
Ans. 393 min.

Reduce 74 quarts to bushels, pecks, and quarts.
Ans. 2 bu. 1 pk. 2 qt.
(6) Change 117! inches to feet and inches.
Ans. 9ft. 9t in.

( S)

(7) In doing a certain job, a blacksmith uses three pieces of
bar iron whose lengths are 1 foot 81-. inches, 2 feet lf inches,
and 9{ inches. What is the total length of bar iron used ?
Ans. 4ft. 7! in.

(8)
6 feet

A piece 2 feet 91 inches long is broken from a bar
\Vhat length of bar remains?
Ans. 3 ft. 6t in.

4i inches long.

(9) What length of bar iron is needed to make 28 bolts, if
each bolt requires a piece 1 foot 2! inches long?
Ans. 33 ft. 10 in.
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(10) From a ful140-gallon cask of lubricating oil are drawn
the following amounts : 5 gallons 3 quarts ; 4 gaJJons 2 quarts ;
2 gallons 2 quarts; 6 gallons 3 quarts; 3 gallons 2 quarts; and
7 gallons 3 quarts. How much remains in th~ cask?
Ans. 9 gal. 1 qt.
( 11) To wire a certain building requires circuits of the
following lengths: 15 feet 4 inches; 12 feet 8 inches; 14 feet
9 inches; and 16 feet 10 inches. \iVhat length of wire is
required for all the circuits, each circuit having two wires?
Ans. 119ft. 2 in.
(12) (a) How many inches in 90 centimeters? (b) How
many centimeters in 5 feet 4 inches?
A { (a) 35.4in.
ns. ' (b) 162.6 em.
(13) Wrought iron weighs .2778 pound per cubic inch;
what is the weight of a piece 1 inch square and 12 feet long?
Ans. 40lb.
(14) How many tons of coal can be placed in a space
16 feet long, 12 feet wide, and 5 feet deep if the coal weighs
50 pounds a cubic foot?
Ans. 24
(15)

Reduce .675° to minutes and seconds.

Ans. 40'30"

(16) \Vhat is the equivalent of 680° C. on the Fahrenheit
Ans. 1,256° F .
scale?
( 17) How many battery cells can be charged from
12i pounds (av.) of sal ammoniac if each cell requires
5 ounces?
Ans. 40
(18) What is the equivalent of 1,382° F. on the centigrade
scale?
Ans. 750° C.
(19)
inch.

Reduce 8.14 feet to feet, inches, and eighths of an
Ans. 8 ft. li in. approx.

(20) Explain the difference between the gross weight of
an artic1e and its net weight.
Mail your work on this lesson as soon as you have
finished it and looked it over carefully. DO NOT
HOLD "IT until another lesson is ready.
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